-SThe scent of the sweet souk
Core: Saffron
Tamas: “I had a mysterious dream, a very intense one where I was somewhere in the
Middle East or maybe in the Maghreb. I was at a souk, I heard noises, saw vivid colors
and a mix of intense sweet scents of spices, food, flowers and the dry sand touched my
nose. I’ve never had such a powerful dream before, with all the essences I could smell,
as if I was awake. The scenes stayed in my head as if I had took photos or videos,
though the smell had to be captured. The next day, before these intense impressions
started to fade, I called my perfumer Sophie Truitard about bringing the scent of a souk
alive.”
Because of the energetic red-orange color of a souk and the desert at sunset, the first
parfum became a Saffron centered perfume.
Saffron is the Middle East’s most precious, expensive, famous and beloved spice and
has the glowing red color of the Sun’s hot core.
The first layer around the core is: Oud, Ambramone and Vanilla Jungle Essence
The second layer around the core is: Everlasting, Benzoin, Labdanum
The outer layer is: Incense, Maté
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-OThe surprisingly European Oriental fragrance
Core: Oud-Orange
The second parfum has got its inspiration from the powerful pulling force of the Sun’s
core. It has a dominant magnetic allure and an impressive attraction.
Who doesn’t want to seduce someone?
This parfum has the sensual intensity you cannot resist. You fall helplessly into the
magnetic aura of the person who wears it.
Staying in the oriental heat, Oud was chosen as the core ingredient. Orange blossom
gave her the European, Mediterranean twist. This is a fragrance full of woods, but still
not woody.
The first layer around the core is: Styrax and Santamanol
The second layer around the core is: Rose and Elemi
The outer layer is: Black Pepper Jungle Essence, Ginger Jungle Essence, Zafryl
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-LA truly magical 1000 Arabian Nights’ parfum
Core: Leather-Labdanum
Combining the dry Leather with the sweet Labdanum was the main idea of the
perfumer Sophie Truitard. With this strong core, fans of both ingredients will find
themselves right in the middle of an oriental night.
Nevertheless the longer it stays on the skin, the more interesting it gets. Caramel mixed
with Lilly of the Valley, Sage, Lemon and Mandarin sounds at some times like a good
ice cream, but other times like a cooling cocktail. Though, this highly concentrated
parfum (not Eau de Perfume!) is everything but light. It is a very rich scent with a thick
content of Ambramone, a trade marked amber scent from MANE.
This steamy perfume is really only for the professional niche lovers, or the gourmands.
The first layer around the core is: Santamanol and Ambramone
The second layer around the core is: Caramel Accord and Mugane
The outer layer is: Sage, Lemon, Mandarin
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